Shogi Piece Moves

Jeweled General (doesn’t promote) Moves like a modern King – one space in any direction.

Gold General (doesn’t promote) May move one space in any direction except for diagonally backwards.

Silver General May move one space along any diagonal or one space forward.

Honorable Horse Moves like a modern Knight, but only forward – not backwards or to either side. May jump pieces along its path.

Lance May move any number of spaces straight ahead.

Diagonal-Mover Moves like a modern Bishop – any number of spaces along a diagonal.

Flying Chariot Moves like a modern Rook – any number of spaces along a straight line.

Foot Soldier May move one space straight ahead. Captures straight ahead.

Promoted Silver General Moves like a Gold General.

Promoted Honorable Horse Moves like a Gold General.

Promoted Lance Moves like a Gold General.

Promoted Diagonal-Mover (Dragon King) May move like a King or a Bishop.

Promoted Flying Chariot (Dragon Horse) May move like a King or a Rook.

Promoted Foot Soldier Moves like a Gold General.